
Blackout - Hint Files



Transcripts: Voicemails on

Phone

GPS- Starting route. Head east and take the second right then turn le� at the end of the

street then take the fourth right. Continue on the street until you come to the ninth le�

then turn and head North East. Take the fi�h le�. Now take the first right followed by

the first le� and then le� again. Now take the second le� followed by a right at the end

of the way, then take the first le�. Your destination will be on the right.

Kyle - “Hey Rob, this is your buddy Kyle. What’s up with last night man? You ditched us

for a woman? Come on. I’m just messing with you. Anyway, give me a call when you can

so I know you are alright. Thanks”

Mom - “Rob, this is your mother, where are you? You have me worried sick, so please

return my call. I just want to know that you are ok. Please call me.”

Jessica - “Heeeey Rob, it’s me, Jessica, so I heard you got a promotion. That is awesome.

We should really hangout sometime. Anyway, call me, kay bye.”

Tonia - “Dude, mom is worried sick about you, you really should call her. Not that I care,

I just don’t want to hear her worrying about you all day. I never understood why you are

the favorite child.”



Receipt
1. Look on the back of the receipt.

2. Each line forms a pattern. Figure out what each pattern is to get the needed

letters.

3. The first line goes from G to I to K to M. The pattern is moving forward in the

alphabet by 2 each time.

4. The next letter would be O.

5. Figure out the pattern for the other lines to get the answer.



Coloring Page Brick Wall
You will need to have solved the receipt puzzle and unlocked the “Where is the receipt

from?” QR code.

1. Follow the directions you get from the “Where is the receipt from?” unlock with

the colored brick page.

2. The message you get will start with “Location…”



Clock Face
You will need to have solved the colored brick puzzle and unlocked the “Where did Rob

go a�er his first stop?” QR code.

1. Follow the directions you find in the “Where did Rob go a�er his first stop?” with

the clock face and map.

2. Place the clock face on the map so that Camp Grand Echo can be seen through

the hole in the center.

3. Move to the next location using the times given. You will need to consider where

the hour hands are pointing, then move the clock so the center is at that spot.

4. The final location the clock points to is your destination.



GPS
You will need to have unlocked the “Where did the couple go next?” QR code.

1. Starting at the location that mentions the GPS, (This is the location in the unlock

“Where did the couple go next?”) follow the directions to the final place.

2. Begin at Grey Farms and, using the map, follow the directions given in the first

voicemail.

Transcript of GPS Voice mail:

GPS- Starting route. Head east and take the second right then turn le� at the end of the

street then take the fourth right. Continue on the street until you come to the ninth le�

then turn and head North East. Take the fi�h le�. Now take the first right followed by

the first le� and then le� again. Now take the second le� followed by a right at the end

of the way, then take the first le�. Your destination will be on the right.



Where is the receipt from? Unlock
1. Look on the back of the receipt.

2. Each line forms a pattern. Figure out what each pattern is to get the needed

letters.

3. The first line Goes from G to I to K to M. The pattern is moving forwards in the

alphabet by 2 each time.

4. The next letter would be O.

5. Figure out the pattern for the other lines to get the answer.



Where did Rob go a�er his first

stop? Unlock
You will need to have solved the receipt puzzle and unlocked the “Where is the receipt

from?” QR code.

1. Follow the directions you get from the “Where is the receipt from?” unlock with

the colored brick sheet.

2. The message you get will start with “Location…”

3. The message will give you a street name. Find the street on the map to reveal the

next stop.



Where does the clock face take

you? Unlock
You will need to have solved the coloring sheet puzzle and unlocked the “Where did Rob

go a�er his first stop?” QR code.

1. Follow the directions you find in the “Where did Rob go a�er his first stop?” with

the clock face and map.

2. Place the clock face on the map so that Camp Grand Echo can be seen through

the hole in the center.

3. Move to the next location using the times given. You will need to consider where

the hour hands are pointing, then move the clock so the center is at that spot.

4. The final location the clock points to is your destination.



Where did the couple go next?

Unlock
You will need to have solved the clock face puzzle and unlocked the “Where does the

clock face take you?” QR code.

1. In the unlock “Where does the clock face take you?” someone mentions where

the couple headed to next. You will need to look at the map to find the location.



Where does the GPS voicemail

take you? Unlock
You will need to have unlocked the “Where did the couple go next?” QR code.

1. Starting at the location that mentions the GPS, (This is the location in the unlock

“Where did the couple go next?”) follow the directions to the final place.



What did the woman look like?

Unlock
You need to have all of the previous unlocks opened before you can answer this.

1. There is a description of the woman given in the unlocks from the first four

locations.

2. Use this description given of the woman with the name found at the final

location to unlock this code.



Puzzle on Chelsea Sims’ Page
1. The last sentence on the note le� with Chelsea’s body is the clue for the puzzle.

2. “With only a fi�h” and “Mark my words.”

3. In the paragraph above, take every fi�h word.

4. You should be able to pull out five words.

5. The message will help you later with the green wheel.



Blue Puzzle on Kristi Torres’ Page
1. Use the blue card on Kristi’s page and the loose blue card with letters in different

fonts.

2. The card on Kristi’s page is the clue for the puzzle. It will tell you what letters to

use on the loose blue card.

3. Use the font that says “Trust Me.”

4. Ignore the font that says “But Not Me.”

5. Use only the first half of the last font.

6. Use the “Trust Me” font and read only those letters on the loose blue card, the

message you get will start with “Rotate…”

7. The message will help you later with the green wheel.



Red Lines and Puzzle on Paula

Hudson’s Page
1. Use the card on Paula’s page and the loose red card with lines.

2. The clue for this puzzle is in the riddle on Paula’s page.

3. First clue: “The sources of light are not the beginnings, they are the ends.”

4. The messages are written backwards.

5. Second clue: “Trust not in the Moon and Stars...iInstead look to the Sun.”

6. Use just the Sun path.

7. Trace the Sun path to its end then trace the line from the back to the beginning

to read the message.

8. The message will help you later with the green wheel.



Silhouettes and Puzzle on Brooke

Wise’s Page
1. Use the card on Brooke’s page and the loose yellow card with silhouettes along

with the coin.

2. The coin is your first clue.

3. Make note of which way the silhouettes on the coin are looking.

4. The face looking to the right speaks truth.

5. The face looking to the le� speaks lies.

6. Look at the yellow card with the silhouettes and compare it to the yellow card

with letters on Brooke’s page.

7. They match with the same number of rows and columns.

8. Use the letters that match with the silhouettes looking to the right.

9. The message you get should start with “Rotate counter…”

10. The message will help you later with the green wheel.



Puzzle on Lynne Jenkins’ Page
You will need to have solved the other four puzzles first.

1. Use the four sets of directions you have gotten from the other four puzzles.

2. Make note of the clues “my insides are always spinning” and “on the outside

looking in.”

3. Line up the letter wheel so the As are matching.

4. Rotate just the inside and then translate the letters from the out ring to the inner

ring.



Why were the women killed?

Unlock
You will need to have solved the green letter wheel first.



Eraser
1. Read the clue on the notebook paper that says “It all starts here”

2. It mentions erasing, covering, starting the northwest, and going around.

3. Take the eraser and find the bold letters on the letter grid that spell LUCY.

4. Cover the name with the eraser so that the corners are covering the four letters.

5. Read the message that is around the eraser starting at the north west corner and

move clockwise.

6. The message starts with “It's greater than…”

7. Do this for the other names.

8. Using the three clues, compare them to to the list on the back of the rock concert

poster.

9. You should be able to eliminate all numbers but one.

10. Use those sets of measurements for the ruler puzzle.



Rock Concert List Puzzle
You will need to complete the eraser puzzle first.



Ruler
You will need to complete the eraser puzzle first and the list puzzle.

1. Once you know what set of directions to use, get the ruler and the graph paper

with the colored circles.

2. If you measure out to the 1/2” mark you will get the word “Move.”

3. If you mease out to the 5 ¼” mark you will get the word “The.”

4. Do this for the other measurements

5. The directions you get will go with the locked box.

6. Make sure you are using the inches measurement on the ruler.



Box Unlock
You will need to solve the ruler puzzle first.

1. The Ruler puzzle will give you three sets of instructions.

2. There are three numbers on the combination lock.

3. Follow the ruler puzzle instructions to get a three digit code that will unlock the

box.

4. Wheelchair = F



Business card
You will need to have the locked box opened to do this puzzle.

1. Compare the business card from the locked box to Rob's business card.

2. The letters on the pest control card match up with the symbols on Rob's card.

3. Once you match them up you should be able to translate the symbols on the back

of the notebook paper.

4. Message will start with “Remove…”



Coded Message on Notebook

Paper
You will need to have the locked box opened to do this puzzle.

1. Compare the business card from the locked box to Rob's business card.

2. The letters on the pest control card match up with the symbols on Rob's card.

3. Once you match them up you should be able to translate the symbols on the back

of the notebook paper.

4. Use the directions you get to solve the puzzle below the symbols.

5. Message will start with “it is…”



Message at the bottom of the note.
You will need to have all of the other puzzles before attempting this.

1. Once you have translated the symbols on the notebook paper it will tell you what

letters to mark out. Once you have done that, read what is le�.



Solved all the puzzles?
You will need to have all of the other puzzles before attempting this.


